Alzheimer's disease (AD) represents the most common cause of dementia in the elderly. AD is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive memory loss and cognitive decline. Although the aetiology of AD is not clear, both environmental factors and heritable predisposition may contribute to disease occurrence. In addition, inflammation and immune system alterations have been linked to AD. The prevailing hypothesis as cause of AD is the deposition in the brain of amyloid beta peptides (A ). Although A have a role in defending the brain against infections, their accumulation promotes an inflammatory response mediated by microglia and astrocytes. The production of proinflammatory cytokines and other inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandins and complement factors favours the recruitment of peripheral immune cells further promoting neuroinflammation. Age-related inflammation and chronic infection with herpes virus such as cytomegalovirus may also contribute to inflammation in AD patients. Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphoid cells involved in host defence against viral infections and tumours. Once activated NK cells secrete cytokines such as IFN-and TNF-and chemokines and exert cytotoxic activity against target cells. In the elderly, changes in NK cell compartment have been described which may contribute to the lower capacity of elderly individuals to respond to pathogens and tumours. Recently, the role of NK cells in the immunopathogenesis of AD is discussed. Although in AD patients the frequency of NK cells is not affected, a high NK cell response to cytokines has been described together with NK cell dysregulation of signalling pathways which is in part involved in this altered behaviour.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most prevalent form of dementia, characterized by memory loss and cognitive decline, often associated with behavioural disorders [1] [2] [3] [4] . According to the World Alzheimer Report 2016 [4] , there were 46.8 million people worldwide living with dementia in 2015 and this number will reach 131.5 million in 2050. The most frequent form of AD, often referred to as late onset AD, has a sporadic onset and progress to neurodegeneration over a period of several years and occurs usually after the age of 65. It has also been described an early onset form of AD that appears before the age of 65 probably due to genetic mutations leading to an overproduction of amyloid beta peptides (A ) in the patient's brain. In both forms of AD, alterations in the A cascade have been involved in neuronal loss, memory loss, and alterations of other cognitive functions [5, 6] .
The amyloid cascade hypothesis states that the accumulation of A in the form of senile plaques, the hyperphosphorylation of the Tau protein, and the subsequent formation of neurofibrillary tangles are the causes of AD. Recently, the neuroinflammation hypothesis supporting that brain inflammation is involved in the development and progression of AD has gained acceptance, although whether inflammation is cause or consequence of the accumulation of A is still unclear [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Thus, considering AD as a chronic inflammatory disease, a role of the immune system in the development or progression of AD has been proposed [14, 15] . 
Alzheimer's Disease
In 1907, Alois Alzheimer described a disease characterized by severe cognitive disturbances, disorientation, aphasia, delusions, and unpredictable behaviour. The disease progressed and the patient died 4.5 years later. He discovered the presence of brain atrophy in the pathological examination and characteristic alterations that nowadays are referred to as neurofibrillary tangles. In 1910, the disease was named after him by Kraepelin receiving the denomination of Alzheimer's disease [16] .
Although AD has been historically defined as beginning once dementia symptoms appear, the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the Alzheimer's Association published in 2011 revised diagnostic guidelines including biomarkers of brain changes [17] [18] [19] . Thus, in addition to clinical symptoms, the "A/T/N" system in which "A" refers to the value of aamyloid biomarker, "T" to the value of a tau biomarker, and "N" to biomarkers of neuronal injury has been incorporated for early diagnose of AD [20] . According to the presence of these biomarkers and clinical symptoms at least three stages of AD have been proposed: preclinical AD, which corresponds to clinically normal individuals but with the presence of some of the biomarkers of brain changes; mild cognitive impairment (MCI) due to AD, a stage characterized by both brain changes and mild cognitive symptoms that do not affect everyday living; and dementia due to AD, a stage with brain changes and significant memory, thinking, and behavioural problems that interfere with an individual's daily life [20] [21] [22] . Amnestic MCI (aMCI) can be identified by neuropsychological tests [23] and almost half of the aMCI individuals progress to AD within 3 years [24] . Age is the greatest risk factor of late onset AD, which affects 10% of people older than 65. The percentage of people with AD increases from 3% of people aged 65-74 to 17% of people aged 75-84 and 32% of people aged 85 or older. Therefore, 81% of AD patients are 75 years old or older [25] .
The exact cause of AD is still not known although many scientists believe in the beta amyloid hypothesis which states that the accumulation of A in brain is the initial cause which consequently leads to pathological neuroinflammation. In the last few years it has been shown that A may have an important role in defending the brain against infections and the hypothesis that altered immune and inflammatory responses against, still undefined, infectious organisms play a role in the development and progression of AD has been a matter of investigation in recent years [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Thus, it has been suggested that microbial infection may be involved in AD pathogenesis [26] [27] [28] . Thus, neurotropic human herpesviruses (HHV) have been connected with neurodegenerative diseases, including AD, in the context of other stressors and genetic risk factors. The contribution of herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1), HHV-6, or cytomegalovirus (CMV) to AD pathogenesis has been proposed by several authors [29] [30] [31] . A recent study has shown in three independent cohorts increased HHV-6A and HHV-7 in brain regions from human postmortem tissue in AD patients compared to controls. These authors also links molecular, clinical, and neuropathological features with viral activity, supporting that viral activity constitutes a general feature of AD [32] .
Although AD was formerly considered a brain disease; nowadays it is viewed as a systemic disease. The blood brain barrier is compromised in AD allowing migration of peripheral immune cells to the brain and vice versa. In addition, altered blood brain barrier allows transport of inflammatory mediators to the circulation activating immune cells and promoting their migration into the brain [15] . Thus, high levels of tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-in sera was associated with a 4-fold increase in the rate of cognitive decline [33] . Pathogen induced inflammation in the periphery may also contribute to the brain inflammation by increasing blood brain barrier permeability that enables the traffic of peripheral immune cells to the brain. Altogether, it has been suggested that the activation status of peripheral innate immune cells represents an early biomarker of brain inflammation in AD patients [15] . Persistent viral infection by herpesvirus such as CMV has been proposed to be, to some extent, responsible of the pathological changes observed in AD. Thus, interaction between CMV and HSV-1 was associated with AD development possibly by affecting the immune system [34] .
Immune System, Inflammation, and Alzheimer Disease
Thus, as mentioned above, the principal hypothesis to explain AD is the deposition of A forming senile plaques that cause AD and generate the other hallmark of the disease such as the neurofibrillary tangles [35] [36] [37] . Recently, a role of neuroinflammation in the development and progression of AD has been proposed. Neuroinflammatory responses involve both cellular and molecular players [38] . Amyloid deposits can lead to chronic neuroinflammation, tau hyperphosphorylation and loss of synapses and neurons responsible of brain atrophy and cognitive decline [39] . In addition, microglial activation has been considered to play a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of sporadic forms [40] . Accumulation of A plaques induces the activation of complement system that can lead to neuronal damage and death. Thus, neurons secrete C1q that binds A and activates C1q receptor (C1qR) on microglia promoting phagocytosis of A . In addition, astrocytes are stimulated by inflammatory signals and secrete C3 that is cleaved into C3b and C3a. Complement peptide C3a mediates recruitment of peripheral immune cells to the brain [41] .
Neuroinflammatory cascades rely on the activation of microglial NLRP3 inflammasome. It has been shown that A deposits can activate NLRP⋅inflammasome leading to the production of interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-18 that may contribute to the pathogenesis of AD and cause cognitive impairment [42, 43] . It cannot be excluded that A deposits can be also the consequence of inflammasome activation in AD patients. NLRP3 inflammasome activation is restricted to plaque-associated microglia further supporting its role in AD pathogenesis [42] .
Several pieces of evidence have demonstrated a critical involvement of innate immune system in the pathogenesis and progression of AD. It has been suggested that A deposits International Journal of Alzheimer's Disease activate microglia by interacting with surface receptors such as Toll like receptors (TLRs). TLRs recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns such as bacterial peptidoglycans and lipopolysaccharide recognized by TLR2 and TLR4, respectively [44] . It has been described that TLR2 and TLR4 also recognize A [45, 46] . Once activated, microglial cells produce proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines.
In an early phase of AD, microglia is involved in phagocytosis and clearance of A , however, when AD progresses microglia function is impaired with diminished phagocytic capacity, low TLR4 expression and high production of antiinflammatory cytokines [47] . Together with inflammasome activation and the production of inflammatory cytokines, cellular components of the immune system such as granulocytes, monocytes, Natural killer (NK) cells, and T cells can also participate in the pathogenesis of neuroinflammation [48, 49] . Thus, changes in both innate and adaptive immune system have been associated with AD. As disease progresses, the immune system is severely affected in AD patients [50] with a decreased frequency and diminished function of T and B cells [51] and disturbed proinflammatory cytokine production [52] . NK cells have also been involved in different brain diseases including AD [53] .
The triple transgenic mice for AD (3xTgAD) constitute an experimental model that mimic the human AD pathophysiology. The immune system of these animals shows changes associated with premature immunosenescence at 4 months of age, when the immunoreactivity against intracellular A fibrils appears. In addition, alterations in the percentage and cytotoxic activity of NK cells are observed, at the age of 2 months before the onset of AD, suggesting that changes in peripheral immune cell functions, in particular in NK cells, could be early peripheral markers of the preclinical and prodromal stages of AD [54] .
NK Cells in Healthy Ageing
NK cells are innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) that represent approximately 15% of peripheral blood lymphocytes. NK cells are cytotoxic lymphocytes that share many features with ILC1, such as their capacity to produce interferon (IFN)-, although they are developmentally distinct [55] . Several NK cell subsets can be distinguished according to the differential expression of some phenotypical and functional markers. NK cells expressing high levels of surface CD56 (CD56 bright ) that represent less than 10% of peripheral blood NK cells are more immature and have an immunomodulatory role with high production of cytokines and chemokines, whereas the major NK cell subset (about 90%) are mature CD56 dim CD16 + NK cells characterized by high cytotoxic capacity and IFNproduction after direct contact with tumour or virus-infected target cells [56, 57] . A model of differentiation from immature CD56 bright that leads to more mature CD56 dim NK cells has been proposed [58] . Another subpopulation of NK cells, which do not express CD56 but express other NK receptors, was originally described in HIV-infected patients [59] . In addition, the expression of CD57 is considered a marker of highly differentiated NK cells [60] . A model of peripheral blood NK cell maturation proposes a gradual shift from CD56 bright via CD56 dim CD57 − to CD56 dim CD57 + NK cells [61] [62] [63] [64] .
Several cytokines such as IL-12, IL-15 or IL-18 can activate NK cells triggering the production of IFN- [65] . NK cells also produce other chemokines and cytokines such as IL-10, a cytokine with immunosuppressive functions [66] . In addition, NK cell crosstalk with macrophages and dendritic cells regulates their activation and function [67] .
NK cell function, cytotoxicity and cytokine production, depends on a balance between activating and inhibitory signals triggered by activating and inhibitory receptors (Figure 1 ) expressed on NK cells [68] . Killer immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR) and NKG2A are the most important inhibitory receptors recognizing major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class-I molecules. These inhibitory receptors act as sensors of healthy cells protecting them from NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity. Thus, loss of MHC class-I expression is frequently observed on virus infected cells and tumour cells allowing NK cells to recognize those transformed cells. NK cells also express inhibitory receptors recognizing other ligands than MHC class-I molecules. These inhibitory receptors such as PD-1, TIGIT, LAG-3, and TIM-3 represent novel checkpoints for immunotherapeutic strategies against cancer [69] . To the best of our knowledge, the impact of these receptors in AD has not been analysed so far. In addition, NK cells detect stress markers expressed on virus infected and tumour transformed cells through activating receptors [70] .
Aging can be defined as the time-dependent functional decline characterized by a progressive loss of anatomic and physiological integrity, leading to impaired function and increased vulnerability to death. Nine cellular and molecular hallmarks of aging have been proposed that are generally considered to contribute to the aging process and define the aging phenotype. Aging is the primary risk factor for major human pathologies including neurodegenerative diseases [71] . In particular, age represents the major risk factor of late onset AD [25] .
Immunosenescence refers to the gradual age-associated decline of the immune system that contributes to the increased incidence of infectious diseases and probably to the high incidence of cancer in the elderly. Thus, health status in the elderly is correlated to the immune system and an immune risk phenotype (IRP) has been suggested [72] . Recently, a role of immunosenescence in almost all agerelated or associated diseases has been proposed including autoimmune diseases and inflammatory chronic diseases such as atherosclerosis, heart diseases and AD [73, 74] .
Aging provokes a redistribution of NK cell subsets characterized by an increase of mature CD56 dim cells with a significant reduction of the more immature CD56 bright NK cell subset probably as consequence of the decreased production of bone marrow precursors in the elderly [63, 75, 76 ]. An increase of CD56 − CD16 + NK cells is also observed in elderly donors [76] . The proportion of CD56 bright NK cells has been inversely correlated to C-reactive protein (CRP) levels that could be related to "inflammaging," a condition of chronic low levels of inflammation associated with aging [77] . It has been described that both age and persistent CMV infection contribute to NK cell phenotypical and functional changes observed in the elderly. The expression of the senescence marker CD57 is increased on NK cells of elderly donors [78] [79] [80] . The accumulation of CD57+ long-lived NK cells has been associated to CMV [63] .
NK cell phenotype is also altered with aging [63] . The activating natural cytotoxic receptors (NCRs) NKp46 and NKp30 and the DNAX accessory molecule-1 (DNAM-1) are decreased in the elderly [61, [79] [80] [81] [82] whereas the expression of NKG2C activating receptor is increased [61] . Conflicting data concerning the expression of the inhibitory receptor NKG2A in elderly donors has been published. Whereas some authors found no significant differences in the expression of NKG2A on NK cells from healthy elderly donors [76, 83] , another study showed a decreased expression of NKG2A [78] . The expression of KIR was shown to be maintained or increased [61, 78, 79] and the expression of NKG2D did not change with age [61] .
Age induces changes in NK cell functions [63] including a decreased NK cell proliferation in response to IL-2 stimulation [84] . The increased proportion of CD56 dim NK cells observed with age can maintain NK cell cytotoxicity. However, an impairment of NK cell cytotoxic capacity was observed when considered on a "per cell" basis. [80, 85] probably as consequence of decreased expression of activating receptors [63, 83, 86] . Age does not provoke changes in the expression of CD16 (Fc RIII) a low affinity receptor for the Fc fragment of immunoglobulin G that is involved in antibody dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) [85] . In healthy elderly individuals, the number and frequency of CD56 dim NK cells are increased and could contribute to the maintenance of NK cell responses against pathogens [61, 87] . Diminished NK cell function in aged individuals has been associated with an increased incidence of infections and death in elderly individuals with impaired performance status [88] .
The analysis of surface receptors involved in NK cell migration showed no changes on the expression of the adhesion molecule CD2 [89] and the chemokine receptors CCR3 and CCR5 [90] . A lower surface expression of CXCR1, a receptor for IL-8, was observed on NK cells in elderly donors although the percentage of CXCR1+ NK cells was maintained [90] .
Activated NK cells secrete several cytokines with immunoregulatory functions such as TNF-, IFN-, IL-8, and macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-1 . These cytokines contribute to the immune response by stimulating other immune cells [91] . NK cell response to cytokines is either maintained or reduced in elderly donors compared to young individuals. The production of IFN-by unstimulated NK cells from elderly donors is impaired and can be recovered after IL-2 stimulation [83] . In response to IL-2 stimulation, an increased production of IL-1, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF by NK cells is observed in the elderly [74, 92] . Altogether, aging may lead to an altered immunoregulatory capacity of NK cells.
NK Cells and AD
The first report supporting the involvement of NK cells in the pathogenesis of AD is from Krishnaraj in 1991 showing that a drug used for the treatment of neurologic abnormalities supressed NK cell cytotoxicity [93] . As indicated above, alterations in NK cell percentage and cytotoxic activity are observed in the experimental model of triple transgenic mice for AD before the onset of AD, suggesting that changes in NK cells constitute early peripheral markers of the preclinical and prodromal stages of AD [54] .
A recent study, analyses NK cell alterations in AD related syndromes and stages in comparison with age-associated changes in healthy elderly individuals [94] . The percentages of CD3−CD56+, CD56+CD16−, and CD56+CD16+ NK cells within the lymphocyte population were similar in aMCI and mild AD (mAD) patients compared to healthy individuals [94] . Likewise, another study found no differences in the number of CD56+CD16+ NK cells in AD patients [51] .
Controversial of NK cells from AD patients compared to healthy controls was reported by Araga et al. [95, 96] . In contrast, Solerte et al. demonstrated an increased production of TNF-and IFNand higher cytotoxic capacity of cytokine stimulated NK cells from AD patients compared to healthy elderly donors [97] [98] [99] [100] .
In AD patients, NK cell activity was inversely correlated with the cognitive status evaluated by the analysis of MMSE (Mini Mental State Examination) score [100] . The release of cytokines such as TNF-and IFN-by NK cells has important effects on inflammation and immune responses against viral infections and tumours. In AD patients the aberrant production of these cytokines by activated NK cells has been proposed to be partially responsible of the neurodegenerative process. In addition, it has been speculated that the deposit of A in the brain may constitute a feedback loop contributing to maintain the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines [97] .
NK cell interaction with cerebral innate immune cells such as microglia and astrocytes has been described. These cells protect the brain from insults such as infections and injury and can regulate the inflammatory response. In the brain, cytokine and chemokine responses after an insult have a relevant role recruiting circulating lymphoid cells including NK cells (Figure 2 ) and myeloid cells that further sustain immune responses in the brain [101] .
The analysis of NK cell subsets in healthy elderly individuals, aMCI and mAD patients showed no significant differences among these three groups [94] . Regarding the expression of activating and inhibitory receptors, it was shown that the expression of CD57, a marker of terminally differentiated NK cells, NKG2D, and CD94, was not altered on NK cells from aMCI and mAD patients compared to elderly healthy donors. In contrast, the expression of NKG2A is reduced in aMCI [94] . The decreased expression of NKG2A could contribute to NK cell activation in aMCI patients compared to mAD. CD16 expression was increased in mAD patients but not in aMCI subjects although its relevance in AD remains to be determined [94] .
Human NK cells express TLR2 and TLR4 receptors that recognize A [45, 46] . Whereas no changes in the expression of TLR4 was observed, TLR2 expression was significantly lower in NK cells from mAD patients compared to healthy controls. The expression of TLR9, a receptor for unmethylated CpG on DNA, is reduced in mAD subjects compared to healthy controls and aMCI patients suggesting a role in AD progression [94] .
NK cell cytotoxic function is preserved in aMCI and mAD patients. Thus, in vitro assays showed that activated NK cells from aMCI and mAD patients lyse K562 cells, an erythroleukemia cell line [94] . Interestingly, the expression of granzyme B and CD95 was increased in aMCI patients compared to healthy individuals and mAD patients [94] . Further studies are required to establish if these increases represent NK cell activation in response to pathogens or other insults in aMCI patients. International Journal of Alzheimer's Disease
The involvement of NK cells in inflammation and neuroinflammation in AD has been suggested [74] . Although an increase in the expression of IL-18R has been shown in T cells of aMCI and AD patients [102] , neither IL-18R nor IL-12R 1/ 2 were altered on NK cells of aMCI and mAD patients compared to healthy elderly controls [94] .
NK cells from AD patients upregulate cytokine production in vitro in response to IL-2 [97] . The production of TNFand IFN-by NK cells stimulated with IL-12 and K562 cells was increased in aMCI patients compared to healthy donors and mAD patients [94] .
Chemokine receptors are differentially expressed in NK subsets and play a pivotal role in NK cell migration [103] . CX3CR1, a receptor for CX3CL1 (fractalkine) is expressed on CD56 dim CD16 + ; NK cells has been linked to NK cell migration to the brain in patients with multiple sclerosis [104] . However, the expression of CX3CR1 and CCR5 on NK cells from aMCI and AD patients was similar to healthy donors [94] . CCR7 is a chemokine receptor for CCL19 and CCL21 that is involved in the homing of immune cells to secondary lymphoid organs. The expression of CCR7 on NK cells was found upregulated in aMCI compared to healthy donors [94] . Interestingly, in vitro analysis of CCR7 mediated chemotaxis showed a decrease in CCL19-induced chemotaxis of NK cells from aMCI and AD patients compared to healthy donors [94] .
Conclusions
In conclusion, despite the recent findings concerning the role of NK cells in AD development and pathogenesis more efforts are required to further characterize NK cells according to the expression of activating and inhibitory receptors in AD patients. The pattern of expression of chemokine receptors involved in NK cell migration together with the activation status of NK cells in these patients may constitute biomarkers of AD progression and open new possibilities for treatment directed to NK cells. In addition the role of persistent viral infections such as CMV in AD and its effect on NK cells should be further analysed.
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